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Yoga Scoring System (YSS)

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays so many Yoga Competitions are arranged by different Organizations in District, State,
National and International level. They still follow manual judgment system where judges use pen
and paper to write marks of all participants. The process of calculation of result in manual way
in these competitions are very difficult as there are elimination of highest and lowest marks for
each asana performed by each candidate. The complexity becomes more where number of
candidates are in large numbers. The calculation process takes long time. That is why the result
for any group is delayed. Moreover, there is a high chance of miscalculation and thereby
erroneous result. In some competitions judges show the marks by raising a number plate, but in
the maximum competitions it is absent. So the competitors never know the marks they got.
From this realization, we dreamed about how to make a digital system to bring a new history of
Yoga World.

Yoga Scoring System (YSS) is a web based software which can be implemented at any Yoga
competition / championship. The software provides on-screen judgement system by which the
participant, guardians, coaches and all audiences can view the marks obtained in each asana
performed by participants. The judges use their smartphone to submit marks of the candidates.
So soon as the competition for any batch is over, the result can be displayed or announced. It is
a very transparent, accurate and paperless process. The overall duration of a competition can be
reduced by this system as there is zero delay in calculating results. The guardians and other
audiences become happy because everything is transparent to them and there is no error during
calculation of result. The system calculates the ranks for all the participants in a particular group.
The participants who do not get any position also can come to know their individual marks for
the all the asana and hence they will understand and try to improve for the future competitions.
In short, the system enhances the glamour, quality and the standard of a competition.
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BENEFITS AND
REQUIREMENTS
Benefits
There are a lots of benefits of using YSS in any Yoga Event. Some of them are listed below:
1. Live and Instant on-screen Marks
2. 100% accuracy in results
3. Completely Transparent System
4. Complete Paperless system
5. The competition becomes of less duration
6. No headache of calculation of results
7. Less manpower required
8. One touch registration
9. One touch Date of Birth Verification
10. Only smart phones with internet connectivity is required.
11. Well-equipped Stage Marshall
12. Competition becomes super easy
13. The marks and results come out directly in the visual display as well as in the website.
14. Anyone can view marks by typing tag/chess number in his phone
15. Marks are stored permanently, so any one can view marks at any time.
16. Guardians, Coaches and other audiences become happy because of transparency.
17. The system calculates the ranks for all the participants in the group.
18. The system enhances the glamour, quality and the standard of a competition.
and many more....

Requirements
For Judges and all Users: Smartphone with active Internet connection.
For Admin: One Laptop with Internet and a Printer
To Display: Projector (for in house auditorium) or Large Screen Display (for Outdoor) to display
marks.
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USERS OF YSS
Candidates

Judges
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System
Admin

Event Manager/Admin
Stage Marshall

Volunteers
Assistant Admin
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ROLE OF DIFFERENT USERS
The followings are the users along with their roles in YSS:
1. Judges: They will do judgement and put marks in the system. For that they should have
individual login account in the system.
2. Candidates: They can login by their account and can view all marks they got in different
competitions they performed. They also should have individual account to do that.
3. Event Manager / Admin: The main responsible person for any competition. He will have
full control in his competition. He can do the following tasks:
(i)

Tag Judges from Judge list: Judge list is a pool of judges who have an account in
the system. The Admin have to select (tag) judges from there. Only these judges
will be available for the competition. Admin can also create account of a judge
who is new to the system.

(ii)

Create user accounts (Assistant Admin) for his competition: Only an Event
Manager cannot manage the whole event. So he will create some accounts get
assistance. The types of Assistant Admins are:
(a) Volunteers: They can do the following works:
I.

They will able to register the names of candidates for a competition. If
the competition is Open, then they only tag the candidates from the
pool of candidates in the system. If the competition is Closed type, then
they have to enter the details of candidates by typing.

II.

If the competition is of Open type, volunteers will verify date of birth
of the candidates in the DOB verification counter. It is a one touch
process.

III.

One volunteer per stage will have the responsibility to show the marks
given by judges to each participant and to each Asana in the display.

(b) Stage Marshall: He will be responsible for conducting a group on stage. He will
have full control over the judges. He can select judges for judgment in a
particular group. He also can select the syllabus of Asana for a group. He will
select the candidates from the candidate list and send them to judges in a
batch. Judges can give marks only to these candidates selected by a Stage
Marshall.
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(iii)

Creating Age Groups: All the individual group should be created by event
manager/admin. While creating group an admin has to specify the group name,
start and end age for the group, and gender for the group. These group will be
visible while registering the names of candidates in the system. If it is an open type
competition, where the candidates create their own account specifying their date
of birth, the system automatically prompts the group for a particular candidate by
calculating age from date of birth.

(iv)

Selection of Stage Marshall: Admin will select who will perform Stage Marshall
role in which stage. No other person other than person selected by admin cannot
conduct this role.

(v)

Add Yoga in a Group: Here Admin has to specify the Yoga list or syllabus for a
particular group. i.e. what are the Asana to be performed in a particular group.
Though this task also can be carried out by Stage Marshall before start of any
group.

(vi)

Add Judge in a Group: Here Admin has to specify Judge list for a group in the same
way as Yoga. Though this task also can be carried out by Stage Marshall before
start of any group.

(vii)

Candidate List: Admin can take a print out of Candidate list group wise after
registration. He can also get a report of number of candidates group wise
registered for the event.

(viii)

Result and Scrutiny Sheet: Admin can take print of result from this section. There
are different type of results and will be discussed latter on.

(ix)

Judge Sheet: All judge sheets after judgement can be found under this option.

(x)

Candidate Marks: Admin can check all marks of individual candidates.

(xi)

Marks Edit: Marks edit option is available to judges during judgment. But still if
any case any marks required to be edited, only admin can do it.

(xii)

Profile Password: Admin can change profile password and other information.

4. System Admin: They are the developer of the system. They can grant and revoke access
of different users to the system. They have all power to develop, protect and backing up
the system.
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CANDIDATES / PARTICIPANTS
Here we will discuss about role of candidates in two different type of competitions: 1) Open type
2) Closed type.

Open Competition
In this type of competition anyone can participate. Here every participant should have a YSS id.
It is a number. To get it open an account in the website www.ycsas.in. If you have already an
account, don’t open it again. Same YCC id will be used in all competitions. No name will be
registered without YSS id. Below pictures depicts the step of creating an account:
1. Go to www.ycsas.in and click “Sign up
here”

2. Click “Select” green button beside
“Candidate Registration”

3. Fill up the form and click “Register”
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A registration confirmation message window will appear showing YSS Id and candidate details
with some important points as shown:

The candidate has to remember his YSS ID, userid and password for further correspondence. The
same account and YSS ID will be used in all competitions or any yoga event.
At the Registration desk of any competition, the candidate has to tell his YSS id to enable
officials to identify him uniquely and to tag him for the competition. The step is very simple and
will be discussed latter. When the competition for a candidate is over, he can check marks by
logging into the system as follows:
1. Click on “Candidate” and then type
User id or YSS id and then Password,
then click “Login”

2. Click Menu and select “Marks”
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3. Select any Event for which candidate
wishes to view marks.

4. Select the group for which candidate
wishes to view marks.

5. And the marks will be displayed along with Yoga name and the judges names

Closed Competition
In this type of competition not everyone can participate. Some selected participants can
participate and their names and details will be entered into the system by the organizers
themselves. Therefore, the participants need not to tell YSS Id at the venue. But they still can
check marks from website www.ycsas.in. For this the following steps need to be followed:
After the competition for a candidate is over, he can:
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1. Click the link “Check your Marks
here”

2. Select an event and type Tag number and
click “next”

3. Then select group for which the
candidate wishes to view marks
and click next.

4. And marks will be displayed like this along
with Yoga details and Judge details:
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ADMIN / EVENT MANAGER
DUTIES (PART 1) BEFORE THE
EVENT
Before 2 months of your Competition
To use YSS in any competition you need to plan it in advance and follow the following steps:
A) Make a team of 5 to 6 people. Attend free workshop cum training. Learn hands-ontraining from it. Contact number for training is 9088560464.
If you have problem to come for training, you may take YouTube YCSAS tutorial videos to
learn. The link is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHVobM4g2S4&list=PL6WAwhJoZs794BXQhdFhus
YzQVznycfMk&index=2&fbclid=IwAR2r5MKaOPlJKi8AHCh5kYcfanYL6yzNhNMd1KdMgC
V0eQxSCRFi65aiFE8
or you may ask our team to go there and conduct a training at your place. For that you
may have to arrange the transportation, food and lodging facility for YSS team.
Practice it properly. Practice can be done with dummy candidates and with dummy
judges at the link : www.ycsas.in/test/. It is very easy system. Use it in an interclub like
small competition first if needed.
B) Book date for your competition from team YSS / System Admin. Currently we are proving
free services but one event at a time. So date booking is important. Request for booking
can be done just by visiting our website. Once the booking is confirmed, you will be
provided a admin userId and password in your registered email.
C) If you are looking for an Open Competition, you may add the following two points in your
circular:
(i)
Every participant should have a YSS id. It is a number. To get it open an account in
the website www.ycsas.in. If you have already an account, don’t open it again.
Same YCC id will be used in all competitions. No name will be registered without
YSS id.
Candidates can view marks obtained by logging into the system with his account.
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I you face any problem during account creation and login, please call the following
phone numbers: 8145768188, 768319285, 9088560464. You may also go through
the YouTube link to understand the matter:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHVobM4g2S4&list=PL6WAwhJoZs794BXQ
hdFhusYzQVznycfMk&index=1
(ii)

Participants have to tell the YSS id in the registration desk. Coaches are requested
to submit the names of his students in paper along with the YSS ids.

Ask the judges to create accounts to make judgement. If a judge does not know how to put marks,
ask him to view the YouTube video at YCSAS channel. The link is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHm_nZZEfpU&list=PL6WAwhJoZs794BXQhdFhusYzQVzn
ycfMk&index=13

Before 1 weeks of your Competition
As we have already got user name and password for admin account, do some advanced work of
your event. They may include:

Tagging Judges
If you have already prepared a judge list manually and got all the YSS Ids from judges, you can
tag them for your event. If any judge is not having YSS Id, he cannot perform judgement work
with the system. So ask all your judges to open an account and tell the YSS Id to you, so that you
can tag them. The process of tagging judges is:
After login, click “Judge”. Then go to “Tag Existing Judge”. Choose the judge and click the green
“Add” button beside his name. Don’t forget to match YSS Id of judge before tagging.
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The judges you have selected from the pool of judges will be available for your competition. You
can get the Judges list/panel going to “Judge List” tab.

If you have mistakenly added a judge, remove him by “Remove” button.

Create Assistant Administrators
The next step you may follow to create some Assistant Administrators for your event who will do
various duties. The duties may include:
1) Registration for candidates
2) Performing Stage Marshall
3) Date of Birth Verification
4) Live Score display
To do any of above 4 category job, one need to have an Assistant Admin account. And all these
accounts have to be created by only Admin itself.
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So, if you are sure that some people will do these volunteer duties for your event, create accounts
for them. Hand over the account details (user id and password) to them. And ask them to change
their password after the 1st login.
To create such accounts, go to “Assistant Admin” link. And click “Add New” tab. Then fill up the
details and click Save:

All Assistant Admin list you created will be available in the “Assistant Admin List” Tab.
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Create all Groups
This information is available to you before competition that what are the age groups there will
be in your event. So create all groups on by one. Male and Female groups will be treated
differently. So create different groups for both male and female. The process of making group is
listed below:
First click “Group” from menu and then select “Add New Group” tab.
Then type Group name. The group name should be according to your circular.
Then specify Start Age and Upto Age. Suppose you have a group name “8 to 12 Years Boys”,
then in the start age your write 8 and in the upto age you write 12.
Then select Gender. It should be either Male or Female. But in case if you have a mixed group,
where both male and female participants will perform, then select Mixed from the drop down.
Click the Save Button at the end.

We are giving information of Start Age and Upto Age because the system will automatically
determine the age of a participant based on his date of birth and then according to age and
Gender, it will prompt a group for that participant. All created groups information can be
obtained in the previous “Groups” tab.
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Adding Yoga in Groups
This information is also available before any competition that in which group what and how many
asana are there. After creation of all groups, you can add asana. To do this:
Click “Add Yoga in Groups” link and then click “Add View” tab.
Then select a group. Then from the list below add all Asana that are there for that group one by
one. It is also showing maximum marks for all asana, i.e. a judge cannot give marks to a candidate
beyond that limit.

It is very important to note that the Judges will get the order of Asana for marking in their
phone is the same order you select Asana here. So be careful while choosing the asana.
Go to “Table View” and check your asana list. If any mistake is found, then remove asana from
here and add again.
It is again important to remember that if you want to remove any asana from your group, do
remove all asana for the group and then again add all asana freshly in the same order you want.
The order of asana is very important. If it is wrongly added, it may lead to inconvenience and
interrupt your event.
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This work can also be done at the stage before start of a group by the Stage Marshall.
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REGISTRATION
Once the Admin has created the groups we can start registration of candidates in different groups
in the system. But the process of registration will be different for Open and Closed competition.

Registration process for an Open Yoga Competition
As stated earlier, in this case all candidates should have an account with the YSS system. So they
all have YSS Id. To register a candidate, you need to know his YSS Id. You can also search by name,
but two candidates may have same name. But YSS Id will be different. That is why we give stress
on the YSS Id.
Registration can be carried out by any Assistant Admin. This is a one touch process. You can
register a single candidate in different groups with same Tag number for a particular event.
Any Assistant Admin after login into the system will get the following screen. It will be default in
the registration option. The list will show the entire list of candidates who have created account
in YSS system. From there you have to select your candidates. To do that type YSS Id or name of
the candidate in the search box.
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If you type name, then there is a chance that two or more candidates having same name and you
will have problem to identify among them. That is way we recommend to type YSS Id to identify
candidates uniquely. After typing YSS Id you will find only one candidate like below picture. Now
check the name of the candidate and tap on the Green “Add” button.

A popup modal will appear showing the details of candidates along with his/her age as on today
as shown below. Type tag number in the box and then select the group just by taping the green
Add button. It will take around 5 seconds to register a single candidate in normal condition.
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Registration process for a Closed Yoga Competition
In this type of competition Assistant Admin has to enter the details of candidates by typing. To
do that, after login in the Assistant Admin account and clicking to the “Candidate Registration”
menu, click the “new” tab.

Fill up the form and choose the group for the candidate and then Save it.
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ADMIN / EVENT MANAGER
DUTIES (PART 2) BEFORE
START OF A GROUP
Select Stage Marshall
When the registration process is over, we can start a group. Before that Event Manager/Admin
will select an Assistant Admin to perform Stage Marshall role for the group. To do that, after login
into the system Admin will go to the link “Select Stage Marshall”. Then click “Add View”

Now select Assistant Admin. A list will appear showing all groups which are not started. Select
the group by clicking Add button.

Candidate List
Admin can get the candidate list of 3 types:
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1) Group wise Candidate List
2) Consolidated Candidate List
3) Total number of Candidates List
In Group wise candidate list, an admin can get the name and details of the candidates for a
particular group. To get it click “Candidate List” link and select “Group wise Candidate list”.

Then Select the group for which you want to get the Candidate List
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Now you will get the candidate list. It can be printed by clicking the Print button below (not
showing in picture).

In Consolidated Candidate List, you will get the details of all candidates registered with your event
irrespective of group. Picture is not attached. You can do it and check.
In Total Number of Candidate List you will get a report of total number of candidates registered
for your event group wise like in the below picture:
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STAGE MARSHALL
A Stage Marshall have a very important role in this system. A Stage Marshall is nothing but an
Assistant Admin but with more power and responsibility. He will be responsible for conducting a
group on stage. He will have full control over the judges. He can select judges for judgment in a
particular group. He also can select the syllabus of Asana for a group. He will invite the judges to
do judgement in his group. He will select the candidates from the candidate list and send them
to judges in a batch. Judges can give marks only to these candidates selected by a Stage Marshall.
After completion of a group he will release all judges by finishing the group.
Let us take a look how a Stage Marshall will do his job.
After logging into the system as an Assistant Admin, if he is considered to be a Stage Marshall by
Admin, will get the following extra options in menu bar.

To start a group, he has to select Stage Marshall option. Then the following screen will appear to
his phone. It will prompt for choosing a group. He can get only to those group names for which
he has been assigned for conducting the Stage Marshall role by the Admin.
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After selecting a group, he may get the following screen:

The screen shows that no judge has been assigned yet for the group. It also shows that already
Yoga syllabus has been assigned by the Admin. As no judge is assigned for the group, he cannot
proceed. So he has to click “Add Judge in Groups” button.
Once he clicks, the following screen appears asking for to tag judges for this group.
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He may ask judges to tell their YSS Ids to identify them uniquely and to add them all in the group.
The Search bar is there for this purpose. He need to add all judges one by one assigned for the
group. After selection close the window and then the following screen will appear:
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It is showing that 3 judges are selected for the group and there are 5 Asanas to be performed by
the candidates in the order as written. Before you click the next button, make sure that all these
3 judges are ready and already logged in. Because when you click the Next button a message will
be delivered to the judges mobile asking for judgement for the group. The figure is shown below
from one of the judge’s screen. It will be called as Stage Marshall’s Call.

If the judge accepts your request, you can see it from your screen, like:
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The Next button will be disable till all judges accept your request. One thing you can also see the
status of the judges. The status will show you whether a judge is online or offline. For example in
our case you can see Judge Id 1 is online but has not accept your request and judge Id 91 is offline.
So you can ask offline judges to be online as the group is going to be started. When all judges
accept your request, click Next.

As soon as the you click Next, the Candidate List for this group will appear before you as shown
below:
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In our example there are 8 candidates. Let us say that from these candidate 4 will perform first.
So select any 4 candidates from the list by clicking the Add button. When you Add candidates
they will move up in a table as shown below:

It is very important to remember that the judges will have the Tag numbers in the order you
select candidates. After selection click “Send to Judge”. A confirmation window will appear to
make you sure that number of candidates you have chosen is 4.
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After confirmation click “Lock and Send to Judges”.
Now let’s have a look at the judge’s screen. Before you send candidates it was:

And as soon as you click the button “Lock and Send to Judges”, it will be:

In this time a Stage Marshall should give instruction to the Display Admin to start displaying the
marks as the group is started. And ask the candidates to start their first asana.
Now the candidate will perform their first Asana and judges will type marks and save them. Once
the judges start saving their marks you can have the following screen, showing which judge has
saved marks and which judge has not yet saved marks.
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When check boxes are checked, you ask candidates to start their next asana. Only when all
checkboxes are checked, i.e. all judges have submitted their marks, then only the display screen
will flash with the marks of that asana. Let us look at one of the display (as we have many display
types, according to the requirements).

When the first batch performs all asanas, you will get back again the remaining candidate list.
Select others to form another batch and the same process will continue until no candidate left
for the group.
It is important to remember that when there is no more candidate in the group and judges
have save all marks and it is also displayed at the screen, a Stage Marshall should finish the
group by clicking “Finish” from the menu. Otherwise the judges will not be released from the
group. If they are not released from this group, they cannot do judgement to other groups.
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JUDGEMENT WITH THE
SYSTEM
The judges are the backbone of this system. They give marks to candidates asana by asana, based
on which the result is calculated. The marks giving process for a judge is very easy. But for doing
judgement in this system, a judge need to have an account in YSS system. The account should be
created for the first time, and the same account will be used for judgement in all future
competitions.
Creating a Judge’s Account:
1. Go to www.ycsas.in and click “Signup
here”

2. Select “Judge Registration”
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3. Fill up the form and remember user ID
and password.

4. The confirmation screen will appear
showing YSS Id and other details.

Judge Login and Different Options
When a judge creates an account and login for the first time, he may get a message stating that
his account is not activated. Actually until any Admin tags a judge for a competition, he may not
be considered a judge in the system.
But if any judge is tagged by admin for any competition, after login he will get a message asking
for selecting the event for which he has been tagged.
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Once he selects the event, he will get the following screen:

If you are in the judge seat and are waiting for a group to start, you should stay here in this page.
But if you are not doing judgement work and wishes to view all past marks given by you in
different competitions, you can go in the menu and select “Change Event” as shown:

Select any old event, and then click “Judgement Sheet” from menu.
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Now select a group for which you want to view
your judgement sheet.

You will get your marks as shown:
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Judgement Process
Now you are in the judge seat and waiting for a group to start so that you can give marks to the
candidates for individual asana. Before starting of a group make sure that you have logged in
properly and have selected the event for which you are doing judgement. The screen will be like
this:

The Stage Marshall will add you to the group and may ask your YSS ID in this process which is
showing at your screen. You wait until a Stage Marshall call appears in your screen like this:

Select “Accept” if you really want to do judgement for this group. Your screen will be changed to:
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You will have to wait now for the Stage Marshall until he sends candidates to your screen. Once
the Stage Marshall selects and sends candidates, your screen will look like:

Make sure that the candidates are standing in the stage in the order as the Tag number orders at
your screen. The screen also showing for which asana you are going to give marks (Group A in
this case)
In the Marks column you have to type marks for the candidates. Note that it is showing “10
Marks” as because admin has selected maximum marks for all asana is 10. You can type only
number between 0 to maximum marks. Anything else will raise an error and will show you.
So after performance of the candidates for the 1st Asana, type marks and tap to Save. A
confirmation screen will appear showing tag numbers and marks you typed. Check it again and
then Save and Lock the marks, as shown:
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After saving, the screen will show you again what marks you saved the previous all asana for this
batch, along with the status of list of judges in this group who have or have not saved marks for
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the current asana. As we know only just after the submission of marks for a asana from all the
judges, the marks will be displayed.

After giving the marks for GroupB Asana:
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Marks Edit Request
A judge can edit marks of a candidate whose batch is not finished yet. If you want to change
marks of a candidate who has performed in the previous or earlier batch, you have to contact
admin to do that. But as a judge you alone cannot edit marks of a current batch candidate. You
need help and concern of Stage Marshall. To edit marks click menu and select “Edit Marks”:
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Then you need to select the candidate. The list will show only the current candidates:

Then you have to select the Asana name. Only those Asana names will be displayed for which
you have submitted marks for the candidate:
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After selection, a request will go to the Stage Marshall Mobile. The message will content the
name of judge who want to update marks, candidate details and Asana name. The request in the
Stage Marshall phone is shown below:

If Stage Marshall accepts the request you will automatically get a form where you can type a new
marks and a comment and can save the marks.
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ADMIN / EVENT MANGER
DUTIES (PART 3) AT THE END
OF A GROUP
Print Judge’s Sheets
After completion of any group, if you want to preserve the judge’s sheets, you can print to by
clicking the “Judge Sheet” Option as shown. And after that you have to select the group for which
you want to get the judge’s sheets.

Then Select a Judge.
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Then you will get the judge sheet of the particular judge for the particular group. Print it from the
below print button.
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Result and Scrutiny Sheet
This is the most sensitive option because all are waiting for it. As soon as the competition for a
group is over, Admin can get the printout of the result. In our system we have six (6) types of
results designed to satisfy the needs of different organizations. They are listed:

The meaning of each option is written in brackets. You need to know in which category of result
you want and select appropriate option.
After selection, it will ask for selecting the group.
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And the result will be displayed along with rank, candidate details and marks.

We can print it.
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But there is an important option below the page:

If we click it, we get scrutiny sheet:

Some sample results are given below:
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Marks Edit
A judge can edit marks during marks giving process when the candidates are performing on stage.
But after that he cannot change marks given by him. If marks edit requirement arises at latter
stage of the event, only Admin can edit marks. But remember that marks should not be edited
after declaration of result. Admin can edit marks in consultation with the corresponding judge.
While editing marks, a reason for marks change should be written in the box provided. This
reason will be displayed to the candidate also.
To change marks, click “Marks Edit” option and then select the group.
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Now select the candidate whose marks needs to be changed:

Now select the judge whose marks you want to change:

Now select the asana:
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It is displaying the old marks (6.0) which was given:

Type a new mark on that box and type reason of marks change and then Save it.
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CONCLUSION
We have developed the system for the welfare of Yoga culture. We work very hard for last 3 years
to develop such an online system. We are very much thankful to all the yoga people who helped
a lot to understand the problem and guide us to develop this Yoga Scoring System. Our effort will
be successful if it reaches to every corner of the world. We have the problem in funding but still
we manage to develop. All the members of the team YSS are computer engineers. It is a brainchild
of these young engineers. We have a lots of new features in our mind to make such event more
colorful and interesting. All will be implemented in the future.
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